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Abstract— This paper presents an applied concept of a brain–
computer interface (BCI) student research laboratory (BCI–
LAB) at the Life Science Center of TARA, University of
Tsukuba, Japan. Several successful case studies of the student
projects are reviewed together with the BCI Research Award
2014 winner case. The BCI–LAB design and project–based
teaching philosophy is also explained. Future teaching and
research directions summarize the review.

I. INTRODUCTION

Brain computer interface (BCI) is a technology that uses
brain neural activities only to control a computer, or a
machine, without any body muscle movements [1]. This
technology could allow disabled people, such as locked–in
syndrome (LIS) suffering patients [2], to regain communica-
tion skills or to manage daily life support related functions.
On the other hand, the BCI technology creates a perfect
platform for computer science students to study computa-
tional neuroscience–based neurotechnology methods. There
are also many types of BCIs based on the utilized brainwave
signals and experimental paradigms. This allows to create the
multi–sensory experimental labs with biomedical (e.g. neu-
rophysiological) signals capturing and processing in mind.
Creation of multi–sensory stimuli allows also the students
to practically develop and test multimedia environments
for a future deployment of the developed paradigms for
paralyzed patients. This review paper presents a successful
implementation of the BCI teaching and experimental lab
at the Life Science Center of TARA, University of Tsukuba,
Japan. The experimental focus of the non–invasive BCI lab is
on the external stimulus–driven paradigms relaying on event
related potential’s (ERP) P300 responses [1] allowing for
multi–sensory stimulation application. The sensory modali-
ties available for experimenting are as follows, (i) spatial au-
ditory: with multi–loudspeaker studio configurations [3]–[8]
and headphone viral sound–based [9], [10]; (ii) spatial visual:
P300 [4] and steady–state response–based [11], [12]; (iii)
spatial tactile: realized with vibration–based P300 [13]–[15],
tactile–force [16], pin–pressure [17], and airborne ultrasonic
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tactile display (AUTD) contactless somatosensory modal-
ity [18], [19]. Non–invasive BCIs are the most safe because
the brainwave sensors are usually attached to the surface
of a human head, thus such experiments, within the institu-
tional ethical committee guidelines, are perfectly suitable for
computer science students. All the experiments reviewed and
reported in this paper were conducted in agreement with the
ethical committee guidelines of the Faculty of Engineering,
Information and Systems at University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba,
Japan (experimental permission no. 2013R7). The non–
invasive BCI modalities, however, suffer usually from lower
brainwave quality due to a very poor signal to noise ratio
comparing to the invasive systems, which creates a perfect
educational project platform for the engineering students,
who design filtering and feature extraction algorithms to cope
with the above problems [15], [20], [21]. The non–invasive
BCIs are divided into stimulus–driven. The stimulus–driven
BCIs constitute the interactive interfacing solutions in which
the commands to operate a computer or an application are
associated with sensory stimuli delivered to the user. The user
generates a signature brainwave captured in EEG by focusing
attention (on the so–called target eliciting the P300) or by
ignoring (the non–target) the randomly presented sensory
auditory, tactile or visual stimuli. The students of the BCI–
LAB design those spatial sensory stimulations and enhance
practically their multimedia knowledge with support of the
neurotechnology (brain response–driven) applications.

Among the recently developed BCIs the visual modal-
ity [1] is currently the most successful because the evoked
P300 responses have usually the largest amplitudes allowing
for the most easy classification [4]. However, it is known that
LIS users (e.g. advanced stage amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
patients) cannot use visual modality because they gradually
lose intentional muscle control, including eye movements,
focusing or intentional blinking. Our research hypothesis is
that the auditory and tactile modalities BCI shall be a more
suitable solution for communication establishment for LIS
users. The students of the BCI–LAB have an opportunity
to design “novel sensory stimulations” by combining tactile
and bone–conduction–auditory [22]; audiovisual [4]; and
contactless tactile [18], [19] paradigms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we describe the teaching philosophy behind the
BCI–LAB concept. Next the experimental environment is
described focusing on the hardware, software and stimulus
generators. Finally the already published student projects
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are briefly described. Finally, the conclusions are drawn and
future research and educational directions outlined.

II. TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

A teaching philosophy implemented in the BCI–LAB is
based on illustrating the beauty of a neuroscience-driven
creative innovation of media and human augmentation. Even
though computational neuroscience and the modern media or
human augmentation might be regarded as not very closely
related research disciplines in the eyes of the general public,
practical approaches often result with the both disciplines
sharing outcomes from the both fields. For most the BCI–
LAB students the projects are their first chance to study
brain-related subjects in application to real-life multimedia
and human augmentation applications’ development. To be-
gin each new project, we use in the lab an analogy to
real life examples to lead the students to the reasonability
of the method. It happens that when we talk about the
vision, hearing or some other perceptual methods we are
ourselves so familiar with, we find ourselves facing a room
of confused faces. The best remedy for such initial confusion
is a participation in as experimental subjects in ongoing lab
projects usually run by the senior students. A master–student
relationship between students could be simply realized,
which helps with lab culture establishment. A base for an
successful experimental lab foundation is an interactive and
student–friendly teaching approach. No lab seminar notes
can be recycled from one semester to the next, nor is it best
to use the same examples. Students are different and their
ways of developing understanding too. Our lab philosophy is
that a senior experimenter should always be ready to adjust
an advisory strategy due to the needs of the new students. If
any new to the project student complains about the problem
or a lack of available solution, a drill experimental example
may become necessary; if there is one tricky problem in the
experimental setting, a little hint given will make the students
efforts more inspired; if the experimental design has a dull
nature, adding some interesting trial examples may lighten it
up and make the lab life more enjoyable and less slumberous.

The concept of our BCI–LAB is to train the computer
science students in computational neuroscience problems by
using ”hands–on” practical problems’ learning philosophy.

III. BCI–LAB ENVIRONMENT

There are three pillars of a successful experimental
stimulus–driven BCI–LAB, namely a good experimental
hardware environment; flexible software platforms for brain-
wave signal processing and classification; an excellent multi–
sensory stimulus design platform.

The experimental hardware, allowing for EEG capture for
the online BCI experiments discussed in the following sec-
tions, has been set up based on g.USBamp and g.MOBIlab+
from g.tec Medical Engineering, Austria (used in the major-
ity of the projects in BCI–LAB), as well as on vAmp from
Brain Products GmbH, Germany (used only in [7], [8]).
All the systems used the active EEG electrodes g.LADYbird
and g.SAHARA from g.tec Medical Engineering, Austria.

Fig. 1. A photograph of a two–step input Japanese kana characters
spatial auditory BCI [7], [8] project realized in the BCI–LAB. The user in
the photograph sits in front of ten loudspeakers (sponsored by YAMAHA
Corporation) delivering the spatial sound images. The yellow Japanese “na”
character visualizes (not seen to the user) the sound image location. An
online video from the experiment is available at [26].

Due to different EEG amplifiers manufacturers we decided
to use, and to extend with own functions, flexible signal
acquisition and classification environments BCI2000 [23]
and OpenVibe [24]. The both environments allow for flexible
extensions also developed and applied by our team [11], [21].
Finally the spatial auditory, visual and tactile stimulation
generators were programmed by our team in MAX 6 [25]
and delivered to the users via multichannel sound cards,
large computer displays or tactile transducers managed by
ARDUINO micro–controller boards.

IV. BCI–LAB STUDENT PROJECTS

1) Multi–loudspeaker–based Spatial Auditory BCIs:
Three different multi–loudspeaker–based spatial auditory
BCI paradigms were realized in the BCI–LAB allowing the
students to design and test multi–source auditory environ-
ments using MAX 6 visual programming environment [25].
The first approach implemented a vector–based amplitude
panning method to spatial horizontal sound images posi-
tioned octagonally around the user’s head [3]. The second
approach involved moving sound stimuli realized in half–
spherical loudspeaker environments [5], [6]. The third, and
the most successful application, realized a two–step–input
speller based on the spatial auditory sound images pre-
sentation [7], [8] as shown in Figure 1. The application
has been developed for 45 Japanese syllabary (kana) letters
using a two–step–input procedure in order to create an
easy to use BCI–speller interface. The results of the con-
ducted online EEG experiments have shown the feasibility of
the Japanese kana characters set in two–step–input saBCI–
speller paradigm. Also we confirmed that the accuracy of
each modality had no significant differences. A video doc-
umenting the online saBCI–speller experiment is available
at [26]. The three presented auditory BCI paradigms allowed
for training of the computer science students in spatial sound
design and biomedical signal acquisition (EEG), processing
and classification for the online applications.

2) Headphone–based Spatial Auditory BCI Paradigm:
This study reported on a head related impulse response
(HRIR) application to an auditory spatial brain-computer
interface (BCI) speller paradigm [9], [10]. Six experienced
and five BCI–naive users participated in an experimental



Fig. 2. A photograph of a chromatic SSVEP BCI project [11], [12] realized
in the BCI–LAB. The user in the photograph sits in front of a frame with
four green–blue LEDs. A humanoid robot is managed using four commands
from the SSVEP BCI. An online video from the experiment is available
at [27].

spelling set up based on five Japanese vowels. Obtained
auditory evoked potentials resulted with encouragingly good
and stable P300–responses in online BCI experiments. Our
case study indicated that the headphone reproduced auditory
(HRIR–based) spatial sound paradigm could be a viable
alternative to the established multi–loudspeaker surround
sound BCI–speller applications, as far as healthy pilot study
users are concerned. This project allowed the students to
practically apply headphone–based spatial sound virtualiza-
tion to the online auditory BCI application [9], [10].

3) Visual SSVEP and cVEP Paradigms: A novel approach
to steady–state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) based BCI
was developed [11], [12] with further extension to a code–
modulated visual evoked potential (cVEP) approach. To
minimize possible side effects of the monochromatic light
SSVEP we proposed to utilize color information in form of
the green and blue interlaced flicker (see Figure 2 with a
robot control application). The feasibility of the proposed
method was evaluated in a comparison of the classical
monochromatic versus the proposed colorful SSVEP re-
sponses. The proposed method scored with higher accuracies
comparing to the monochromatic SSVEP [11]. This visual
modality project allowed the student to attack the classical
problems related to flickering light–based stimuli (danger of
photosensitive epilepsy, etc.). As result two solutions were
proposed based on higher frequency and cVEP–based stimuli
together with less sensitive chromatic light modality.

4) Bone–conduction Auditory and Tactile BCI Paradigm:
In this project we studied the extent to which vibrotactile
stimuli delivered to the head of a subject could serve as
a platform for the BCI paradigm [22] (see Figure 3). Six
head positions were used to evoke combined somatosensory
and auditory (via bone-conduction effect) brain responses,
in order to define a multimodal tactile and auditory brain
computer interface (taBCI). Experimental results on subjects
performing online taBCI, using stimuli with a moderately
fast inter-stimulus-interval, validated the taBCI paradigm,
while the feasibility of the concept was illuminated through
encourafing information-transfer rate case studies. In the
reported experiments [22] only a single BCI-nave subject
obtained 100% and also one obtained 0% for the six digit
sequence spelling accuracy with 5-trials averaging procedure.

Fig. 3. A photograph of a bone–conduction auditory and tactile multi–
sensory BCI Paradigm [15], [22] project realized in the BCI–LAB. The user
in the photograph manages a walking virtual avatar based on intentional
responses to the combined tactile and bone–conduction auditory stimuli
delivered thorough vibrotactile transducers embedded in the EEG cap (large
metallic discs above the ear and on a forehead in the picture).

The results were further improved with an implementation
of a novel synchro–squeezing EEG preprocessing method as
reported in [15]. This project allowed the BCI–LAB students
for a creation of a novel multi–sensory BCI platform [22]
together with the new signal processing method develop-
ment [15].

5) Vibrotactile and Tactile–pressure BCI Paradigms:
A series of successful vibrotactile [13], [14] and tactile–
pressure/force [16], [17] paradigms were developed with
the BCI–LAB approaching a problem of communication
alternatives design for those LIS patients with no vision
or functional hearing (due to the so called ear stacking
syndrome). In these spatial tactile projects the contributing
students combined successfully their knowledge of multi-
channel stimulus generation systems development in MAX 6
environment [25] together with brainwave processing and
classification.

6) Airborne Ultrasonic Tactile Display BCI Paradigm: In
this BCI Research Award 2014 winning project a contact–
less somatosensory stimuli were delivered via an airborne
ultrasonic tactile display (AUTD) to the palms of a user (see
Figure 4) and served as a platform for the BCI paradigm
(autdBCI) [18], [19]. Six palm positions were used to
evoke combined somatosensory brain responses, in order
to define a novel contact-less tactile BCI. A comparison
was made with classical attached vibrotactile transducers
(tBCI). Experiment results of 13 subjects performing online
experiments validated the novel BCI paradigm. In the case
of the autdBCI, only a single user’s results were bordering
on the level of chance, and four subjects attained 100% (10
trials averaging). This project was a result of a collaboration
of two laboratories [18], [19] allowing to train students in a
novel contactless tactile modality and BCI online application
development.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The reviewed successful student projects in this paper
confirmed a hypothesis of the computational neuroscience
(neurotechnology) topics teaching suitability for the com-
puter science students based on the project–based educa-
tion principles realized in the BCI–LAB by introducing



Fig. 4. A photograph of the AUTD BCI Paradigm [18], [19] project realized
in the BCI–LAB. The user in the photograph manages a small LEGO robot
based on intentional responses to the contactless tactile stimuli delivered
thorough ultrasonic beam generated by the AUTD. An online video from
the experiment is available at [28].

the modern signal processing, machine learning, multimedia
(multi–sensory stimulation) and neuroscience topics in a
single approach to the new BCI experimental paradigms
developments.

The future educational concepts development shall include
interaction with real patients in need since so far the pre-
sented BCI–LAB projects were tested with healthy users.
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